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Seasons Greetings!

Seasons Greetings!

To all of our family and friends,

We hope this holiday Noun finds you well. We've had a Adjective year as I'm sure you have too

.

New Jersey has been interesting these last couple of years. We can now say we've lived through two

Noun - Plural and a fall blizzard. We weathered through all the storms with very Adjective damage

. However, life without Noun is something we will never get used to.

Chip is still Proper Noun with UPS as one of their district engineering managers. He celebrated his 25th

year with the company. Big Brown continues to make Noun - Plural and challenge him. We continue to "

visit" the Noun in Southern Indiana whenever we get the chance. Being so far away does not allow us

to make as many trips as we would like. We have made numerous Noun - Plural during our time there. We

have started an orchard with over a dozen fruit trees. Chip put Number bedrooms into the barn to make

our visits more Adjective . We now sleep in a real Noun while there! We slowly keep checking

things off the Noun as we near the time to build a Noun there. Hopefully the next item will be

Noun



water!

Matthew Proper Noun from Northern Illinois University in Month . He landed a job with Knaack

LLC, a company that makes Noun boxes and works in their logistics department. Chip and I could not

be prouder that he was able to find a job right after college. He recently Verb - Past Tense into an apartment

in Schaumburg, IL. He continues to spend as much time as possible with his five year old daughter, Isabella.

Izzy is Verb - Present Tense her last year of preschool and will be starting kindergarten in the fall. This is so

Adjective to believe!

Travis is a junior at Indiana State University in Terre Haute studying School subject . Besides studying he

has been working at the University......He is "dad" to a Dachshund named Remi and an American Bulldog

named Mya.

As for me - I Verb to stay busy! I started a new job in March as an administrative assistant for a

Adjective realtor. I plan on pursuing my own real estate Noun in the next couple of months and

then joining the Keller Williams team. I miss Noun , but love my new job.

Chip and I made several Proper Noun to Terre Haute to visit family. In April I was able to make it to

Michigan to visit my Noun home one last time. Chip and I were able to Verb with my parents

in



their new home in North Carolina in September. In October we made a Adjective trip to Indiana to do

more work at the farm and Tennessee for a family Noun .

Our life is running Noun - Plural these days. We hope yours is too. We continue to have a

Adjective of visitors, both family and friends in New Jersey. We'd Noun to have you!

We wish you a Noun holiday season and an incredible 2013!

Cate and Chip Napier

59 Crestview Rd, Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046
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